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Abstract.: 

\ We obtain a very good description of all available large angle 

pp elastic scattering data using a dual model with logarithmic 

trajectories. Our fit strongly suggests that the dual amplitude is 

responsible for filling in ,a pronounced dip produced by the Pomeranchuk 

singularity. This new explanation of the shoulder in pp data survives 

the test of an enormous extrapolation from s N, 26-(GeV/~)~ .to 

s N 2600 (GeV/c)2 and succssfully predicts the depth of the dip at 

t@ -1.2 (GeV/c)2 in the recent ISR data. The addition of an 

eikonalized Pomeranchukon exchange term to our dual amplitude results 

in an excellent description of pp scattering data at all angles. 
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We present a simple description of all available high energy pp 

elastic scattering data 192 in terms of dual and nondual contributions 

to\ the amplitude. Although some details of our picture might change, 

the tests provided by the vast range of pp data are so stringent, that 

the fits presented here constitute strong evidence for the validity of 

our general picture. A striking new feature is that the range of 

applicability and usefulness of duality and Reggeism is extended to 

high momentum transfers far beyond the normal ranFe. 

Our amplitude has the form3 

APp(s,t) = P + (dual contribution). (1) 

P, the nondual component, is the contribution of the Pomeranchuk 

singularity. It is responsible for the forward diffraction peak, and 

becomes unimportant at large values of ItI. The differential cross 

section at large ItI is governed by the dual contribution. 

The flat behavior, at large negative values of t, of ,the 

effective Regge trajectory in pp scattering cannot be explained by the 

linear trajectories of the Veneziano model, for any reasonable value 

of the slope L%' . Consequently, the dual model which we use is a 

generalization of the Veneziano model, which allows logarithmic 

trajectories.More precisely, we use a modified, tachyon-free version 

of a dual amplitude proposed by Coon andBaker. 495 

(2) 
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where 't(. = b - at, W = b - au, d(t.) = lil~/ln q9 d(u) = lnw/ln q* 

-a,,b, and the "base" q (O(q(1) are parameters of the theory and C is 

the normalization constant. The infinite product G(x) is defined by 

G(x)=, $(l - xqL) . (3) 
L=P 

This function has been extensively studied by mathematicians.6 Roughly 

speaking, G(q' > is analogous to the inverse gamma function P-v& > l 

The poles in any channel (for example the t-channel) are located at 

tf= 9 n b = 1, 2, 3,... ) .The Regge' trajectory d(t) is logarithmic, 

and goes to infinity at t = b/a, which is an accumulation point of poles, 

reminiscent of the threshold point in Coulomb scattering. The amplitude 

also has a branch point here, due to the factor q 4ww. When 

q41,the Regge trajectory becomes linear and the amplitude reduces to 

the familiar Lovelace amplitude.7 

In nucleon- nucleon scattering, the Harari-Freund hypothesis 

together with the absence of exotics, implies exchange degeneracy for 

both the (?-A2) and (w- f) contributions.8 Therefore, the dual 

amplitude, which is real, must contain two terms DP 
and D, having 

the form given in Eq, (2). For simplicity, we neglect both the spin and 

isospin of the external protons. Since we must have df (,,f2) = oc,(m;)= / , 

DP and D, have only three free parameters each. Horirever, factorization 

properties of the amplitude require that qp = q, . 
9 Also, if we 

constrain the amplitude to describe both the s dependence and normalization 

of G-tot(5P) - O"tot(PP) 9 then all parameters in D, are practically 

fixed. Therefore, the description of all available large 
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only three adjustable parameters, namely the ones which characterize 

the p contribution. It is indeed remarkable that a very satisfactory 

fi't can be obtained with q9 = q, = .7g5 , o$(o) = .80 , 0(,(o) = -3 t 

Cp = .007 , C,,= .42 . r 

Fig. l'(drawn for pI, = 19.2 GeV/c) shows all the typical features 
0 

of our dual fit. The comparison between theory and experiment at 90 

is shown in Fig. 2. For pL> 8 GeV/c , the p mtribution is dominant. 

The w contribution, which ve fixed from total cross section data (i.e. 

the amplitude at O*), fills the difference between the experimental 90° 

data and the f contribution for pLQ ( 8 GeV/c . This shows that our 

dtial amplitude has good extrapolation properties in the whole angular 

range. Our model gives a natural explanation'to the observation of 

Barger, Geer and .Halzen 
10 concerning the existence of two types of 

contributions in large angle pp scattering. 

Some consequences of our fit are : 

4 d,(o) = .80 . This value is somewhat higher than the intercept 

deduced from the Serpukhov measurements l1 of ~tot(7?P) - ~tot(~-P) 

which give o(p(0) = .6g . i2 

b) Universality of w and f couplings turned out to be approxinately 

true in the range 5 GeV/c ,(p, $25 GeV/c . Ye found the '"/p 

contribution ratio at t = 0 to be about 10 for pI, = 12 GeV/c , as 

compared with the expected theoretical value of 9. 13 

c) It is possible to extract the Pomeranchukon contribution P from the. _' 

data. If we assume that P is pure imaginary, then since DjJ + Dd.u 

is real, there is no interference, arid Fe have 

(4) 
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The "pure" Pomeranchukon contribution at pL = 19.2 GeV/c is shown in 

Fig. 1. Observe the presence of a pronounced dip at tr -1.2 (GeV/c) 
2. 

in this curve, whereas only a shoulder is observed in the experimental 

cross section. In this region of t, the Pomeranchuk singularity dominates. 

Consequently, it is reasonable to expect that as s increases, the dip 

coming from the "pure" Pomeranchukon will begin to show up as a dip at 

t 3 -1.2 (GeV/c)2 in the experimental data. Recent ISR data confirms -- 

this expectation very clearly (see Fig. 3).2 

d) The reason for the dip in c > 
5.k dt 

P 
at pL = 19.2 GeV/c is that 

the dual contribution passes'just below the shoulder in the data at 

t s -1.2 (GeV/c)2 . %Then extrapolated to ISR energies, it is remarkable 

that the dual amplitude again passes just below the dip (Fig. 3). This 

strongly suggests that the dual contribution can be thought of a& a 

form of background, which, when subtracted out, reveals the true shape, 

zeros, and diffractive nature of the "pure" Pomeranchukon. 

One possible description of P is provided by the eikonal formalism 

with the Pomeranchukon Born term taken to be proportional to the square 

of the proton's electromagnetic form factor. 14 This description has a 

dip at tN -1.2 (GeV/c)2. 

1 (5) 
pBorn = K [G(tjj2 > G(t) = 

(1 - t)2 ' 

where, % L = laboratory energy of the incident proton, and C$ = slope 

of the Pomeranchuk trajectory (taken to be 0.1). The addition of this 

Pomeranchukon contribution to our previous du.al amplitude leads to an 

e;:celj‘:i;t fi't of pp sc:.!.ticrj.rqg d.;ita at all angles. The results are shown 

in Fig. 4. The theoretical curves are almost as good as smooth lines 
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drawn by hand through the experimental data points ! 

I Like all dual amplitudes, Eq. (2) has the deficiency of not being 

unitary. Its n-point generalization is not yet known, although a closely 

related theory does have a good n- point function and full factorization 

properties.5 The physics underlying logarithmic trajectories which go to 

infinity producing a finite resonance region, followed by a smooth Regge 

region are not clear. However, it is physically kyceptable to view logarith- 

mic trajectories as resulting from a simple approximation in which 

Im d = constant on the right hand cut.4 

Our successful fits to all available elastic pp data over big energy 

and angular ranges, are better fits, with fewer parameters, than any other 

previous work. Besides, each term we have used has a definite theoretical 

significance in terms of Regge pole exchanges. Therefore, a dual theory 

with nonlinear trajectories is not only a phenomenological success, but 

may quite possibly contain many significant features of a complete theory 

of strong interactions. 

A detailed account of our fitting procedure, a comparison with other 

previous attempts to explain pp data, 15 an extension of this work to 

include polarization, an application to Fp scattering via crossing, etc. 

will be given at length in another forthcoming article. 

We are grateful to M. Baker and S. Yu for numerous enlightening discu- 

ssions and for their active participation in the initial stages of this work. 

We also wish to thank S. Brodsky, R. Blankenbecler, J. Gunion and 14. Arik for 

many helpful conversations. TXO of the authors (D.G. and J.T.T.V.) gratefully 

acknowledge the hospitziity of the theory grou_3 at SLAC, where 2 major prt L.. _.. 

of their work was done. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

F&. 1. Differential cross section for pp elastic scattering at 

~~~19.2 GeV/c. The solid and dashed lines are the dual and 

"pure" Pomeranchukon contributions respectively. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental points with theoretical dual 

model curve for 90” pp scattering. *- 

Fig. 3. 2 pp data at ISR energy s = 2016 (GeV/c) . The dual contribution 

(solid line) passes just below the dip at tc! -1.2 (GeV/c)2. 

Subtraction of the dual contribution from the experimental 

data [Eq. (4)] yields the dashed "pure" Pomeranchukon curve. 

Fig. 4. Comparison of theoretical curves with high energy pp elastic 

scattering data. 
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